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YOUR BRAND STORY 

OVERVIEW

PURPOSE
In order to build the kind of fiercely loyal 
following we all crave, we need to truly 
understand our audience. Why? Not to sell 
them more stuff. Our goal is that they’d 
see their story in our story.

OBJECTIVE
During this portion of SUMMIT we will:  

Clarify and empathize with our audience’s 
story. 

ACTIONS
When was the last time you asked a 
member of one of your key audiences 
what you can do to better serve their 
needs? Been awhile? You know what to do.



You probably interact with various audiences. For the purpose of  this 
activity, we’re going to focus on your customers. (You can go back and 
complete this activity for your other audiences.) Got it? Now answer the 
following activity in order to better understand their story. 

1. List the best customers you’ve ever worked with. 

2. What made/makes working with them so enjoyable? 

3. Think of  the most challenging customers/clients/stakeholders you’ve ever 
worked with. What made working with them so difficult? 
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PART 1:

AUDIENCE AUDIT



Go back to your list of  best people you’ve worked with. Pick one person and 
describe their day in as much detail as possible. Here are some questions you 
can ask to stimulate your imagination:  
What do they do in the morning? What do they have on the way to work? 
What gives their day momentum? What burdens weigh on them? What 
makes them feel relief  from their burdens? What gives them energy? What 
drains them?What do they consider an authentic human connection? What 
frustrates them? What makes them cry? What do they do to veg out? If  you 
had to guess, what three brands have gained their loyalty? What’s on their 
mind when they go to sleep at night? How does your product, service, or 
experience add to their day? 
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PART 2:

A DAY IN THE LIFE



4. Now that you get your audience better, what can you do to let them know 
that you get them? 

5. You’re expanding your empathy for the audiences you serve. Record 
what’s becoming more clear as you go through this process 

FIELD RESEARCH:  

Ask at least three other people that fit your ideal customer profile: 

1. What kinds of  things add momentum to your day and why? 

2. What places do you most look forward to going throughout the day? 

3. Which brands have earned your loyalty? How have they done that?
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